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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
After a rather comprehensive study of public regulations and 
ownership, this writer is convinced that every American business 
would be wise to familiarize itself with the experience of the public 
· utilities in their relations with government. 
Today, no business stands outside the realm of potential 
governmental regulation. 
The shadow of public ownership and increased regulation has 
hung over American industry for more than a century. Moat enter-
priaes have managed to remain privately owned. Some have not. 
Nearly all industry is now subject to some degree of governmental 
regulation. 
L A BRIEF HISTORY OF STATE REGULATION OF BUSINESS 
A brief look at the history of state regulation of business 
points out that such control is, over the long run, largely determined 
by the nature of effective public opinion. 
Industries traditionally considered public utilities have 
2 
always been subject to a common law obligation to render adequate 
service at a reasonable price and without discrimination. 1 As 
abuses continued virtually unchecked, however, further public 
control was demanded. 
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts led the states in the 
regulation of private enterprise. As early as 1831, the Massachu-
setts legislature reserved the right to amend the charter of any 
corporation created under the Commonwealth 1 s laws.2 Six years 
later, it enacted legislation regulating the fire insurance business. 3 
In 1838, the Bay State created a commission to control banking. 
4 
This was the first regulatory commission in the United States. 
The beginning of comprehensive regulation did not come, 
however, until 1869, when Massachusetts established the Board 
1. Irston R. Barnes, The Economics.£!_ Public Utility 
Regulation (New York: F.S. Crofts and Company, 1947), p. 170 
2. Ibid., P• 17 2. 
3. Abraham C. Webber, Principles of Public Utility 
Regulation with Special Reference !2_Massachusetts Practice 
(Washington, D.C.: Public Utility Reports, Inc., 1941), p. 221. 
4. Clair Wilcox, Public Policies toward Business 
(Chicago: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1955), p. 27. 
3 
of Railroad Commissioners. 5 
In 1877, the Supreme Court of the United States affirmed 
the constitutionality of regulation when it decided in Munn .!• 
illinois that the rates, licensing, and bonding of grain elevators 
could be controlled by the state. In this case, the Court first 
recognized the "practical necessity" for regulation. Immediately 
after the Munn Case, the Court decided cases in favor of railroad 
and grist mill regulation. In 1883, telephone companies fell into 
the public utility category. 6 
The first regulation of gas and electric companies came in 
1885 when Massachusetts created the Board of Gas Commissioners. 7 
Four years later, the U.S. Supreme Court approved the regulation 
of gas companies in the Zanesville .!• Zanesville Gas Light Company 
5. Barnes, op. cit., p. 150. 
6. Harold Koontz, and Richard W. Gable, Public Control 
of Economic Enterprise (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
Inc., 1956), pp. 198-200. 
7. Barnes, 2.e• cit., p. 175. 
4 
Case. 8 The Court ruled in favor of electric company regulation in 
1896.9 
In the German Alliance Insurance Company "!..• Kansas Case 
(1914), the Court upheld the comprehensive regulation of fire-
insurance rates in spite of the fact that the insurance company had 
. 10 
no monopoly as there had been m the Munn Case. 
Until 1923, it seemed that there was no business safe from 
governmental regulation. Then the Court declared unconsitutional 
a Kansas statute which sought to regulate all businesses engaged 
in the manufacture, preparation, or transportation of food, clothing, 
and fuel. In this case, Wolff Packing Company "!..• Kansas (1 9 23), 
the Court denied that there was any emergency, assumption of obli-
gation, or monopoly, and therefore, the Wolff Company was not 
"affected with a public interest. " 
8. Koontz and Gable, op. cit., p. 200. 
9. Ibid. 
10. Ibid., p. 201. 
11. Ibid. 
/ 
5 
The precedent set in the Wolff Case stood eleven years. In 
Nebbia!: New York (1934), the Court upheld a New York State law 
fixing the price of milk and creating the Milk Control Board. As 
Koontz and Gable point out, "Nebbia v. New York is an epochal case, 
not only because regulation under the state police power was once 
again upheld, but also because it makes a departure from the 
Court's use of the 'public-interest' category of business to justify 
ul . t 12 reg atlon.• 
Today, no business is closed to state regulation. Wilcox 
expresses the situation as follows: 
As the law now stands, an industry can be regulated 
whenever the legislature decides to act. If some rates 
are controlled it is because the people have demanded ac-
tion. If others are uncontrolled, it is because they have 
not. 13 
The federal and state courts seem willing to accept the 
judgement of the legislature in matters of regulation.14 
12. Ibid., p. 205. 
13. Wilcox, op. cit., p. 500. 
14. Koontz and Gable, op. cit., p. 198. 
6 
Il THE STATUS OF PUBLIC OWNERSHIP 
While many businessmen consider regulation an unwarranted 
imposition in many cases, it is but a thorn compared to the death 
sentence of public ownership. Although government ownership of 
business is generally inconsistent with the political and economic 
ideology of the United States, and although it accounted for less than 
5"/. of the nation's total corporate assets in 1954, 15 it is a definite 
and growing threat to industries traditionally considered to be pub-
lie utilities. 
For instance, in 1950 there were three municipally owned and 
operated gas supply systems in New England. These three systems 
represented 4.5o/o of the total number of gas utilities, supplied 1. ?o/o 
16 
of the customers, and sold 1.1% of the total gas in the region. By 
1957 there were five municipally owned systems representing 8.5o/o 
of the total number of gas utilities, supplying 2.lo/e of the customers, 
15. Theodore R. Gates, editor, The Economic Almanac, 
1958 (New York: Published for the National Industrial Conference 
Board by Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1958), pp. 269 and 444. 
16. New England Gas Association, Membership Directory, 
1950. 
17 
and selling 1. 8o/o of the gas. 
7 
Although these figures do not appear to be a harbinger of a 
general collapse of the private enterprise system, they do indicate 
that the public will certainly tolerate government ownership when 
private business proves incapable of continuing, or entering an 
enterprise; or when effective public opinion adjudges private busi-
ness as abusive or inefficient. 
Wilcox contends that public ownership can only be rated 
case by case. He goes on to say that the biggest obstacle to an 
extension of public ownership lies in the state of public opinion. 
In his opinion, public ownership has not taken place where private 
business has demonstrated the ability to render satisfactory service 
at an acceptable price. 18 Koontz and Gable lend support to Wilcox's 
c ontention by stating that "the record of American experience in 
the field of public ownership supports the conclusion that the im-
19 pelling motives have been not ideological, bnt pragmatic." 
17. New England Gas Association, Membership and 
Statistical Directory, 1957, Supplement No. 2. 
18. Wilcox, op. cit., pp. 856 and 726. 
19. Koontz and Gable , op. cit., p. 681. 
8 
ill. PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS AND THEIR SIGNIFICANCE 
Thus. the author feels that there is adequate, if not plenti-
ful, historical data, and expert opinion to support his opinion that 
government regulation and ownership is governed largely by social 
practicability, and that this practicability is defined and determined 
by pertinent public opinion. 
As a corollary to this opinion, the author feels that govern-
ment will rarely intervene further in private business when the 
public is convinced that the particular company or industry is 
rendering satisfactory service at a reasonable price, and is acting 
in a socially responsible manner. 
Furthermore, the writer holds that public opinion is capable 
of forcing regulation, or perhaps even government ownership, upon 
any business, regardless of that business's similarity or dis-
similarity to the traditional public utility. As long as our economic 
and political system remains substantially unchanged, the list of 
regulated industries can never be permanently closed by legality 
alone. John W. Hill of Hill and Knowlton, Inc., world's largest 
public relations agency, asserts that "the corporation's franchise 
9 
to live resides in public opinion, and this franchise is never to be 
20 
taken for granted. 11 
If the writer• s conclusions are correct, then, every busi-
ness might well adopt practices which would tend to affect public 
opinion influencing governmental policy. What public opinion 
affects governmental policy ? And what practices tend to affect 
this public opinion? 
In answering these questions, much can be learned from 
the public relations programs and experience of the industries 
traditionally considered to be public utilities, i.e., telephone, 
electric, gas and water companies. These industries have been, 
and still are in the greatest peril of further government reg ula-
tion or outright government ownership. No matter how well the 
public utility serves its customers, it is continually vulnerable 
to charges of concentrated power, discriminatory practices, and 
21 
technological decadence. 
20. John W. Hill, Corporate Public Relations (N ew York: 
Harper and Brothers, Publishers, 1958), p. 52. 
21. Scott M. Cutlip, and Allan H. Center, Effective Public 
Relations (New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1952), p. 309. 
10 
In order to halt choking public control, or outright govern-
ment ownership, the utilities have had to prove themselves worthy 
of the public 1 s confidence. Satisfactory service and efficient opera-
tion, although essential, have not always, in themselves, been 
enough to halt closer control, or government ownership. 
In an effort to ward off additional government intervention, 
most public utilities now tell the public of their activities and aims 
through broad and enlightened programs of public relations. These 
programs have come a long way from the indiscreet and sometimes 
under -the-table attempts to mold and control public opinion made 
by the National Electric Light Association in the 1920's. 
IV. PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY 
Most of the contemporary public relations programs are 
now considered good to excellent. Business stands to gain muoh 
from an analysis of these programs. The author feels that per-
haps the most can be learned by a critical analysis of a public 
utility's government relations activities in terms of the pertinent 
publics. 
The purpose of this study then is to: ( 1) point out the 
effective public opinion sources relative to a local operating 
11 
company (chosen for its convenience to the writer, and its good 
public relations reputation); and (2) to determine whether this 
company is aiming its public relations activities at the pertinent 
publics affecting governmental policy. 
V. STUDY DESIGN 
The thesis includes a. brief case study of the Boston Gas 
Company's public relations program; an analysis of the sources 
of effective public opinion affecting state government-utility re-
lationships; and an evaluation of the company's government re-
lations activities in terms of the analysis of opinion sources. 
The case study includes historical and contemporary back-
ground information concerning the company; and explanation of 
the administration of the company's public relations activities; and 
an outline and discussion of both internally and externally directed 
public relations activities. 
A major portion of the information for the case study was 
gained through personal interviews with staff members of the Public 
Relations, and Industrial Relations Departments of Eastern Gas and 
Fuel Associates, and the Personnel and Legal Services Departments 
12 
of Boston Gas Company. Boston Gas is a subsidiary of Eastern, and 
the parent company plans, guides and in many cases carries out the 
gas company's public and industrial relations activities. Other in-
formation for the case study was gained from company pamphlets, 
22 
brochures, and a public relations field study by Donald C. Lavins. 
In pointing out the pertinent publics, a knowledge of the 
appropriate policy, regulation and rule-making bodies of government 
was essential. In conjunction with this, it was necessary to gain 
insight into the ways and means of policy formation. In Chapter III, 
therefore, are contained discussions on the Massachusetts General 
Court, the Department of Public Utilities, local government, and 
the courts. In addition, other publics pertinent to the gas com-
pany's state and local government relations are discussed. There 
is also a section emphasizing the inter-relatedness of all pertinent 
publics. 
Information for the chapter concerning the analysis of the 
publics was gained from several books and pamphlets regarding 
Massachusetts government; microfilm files of the Boston Globe; 
reports of the Department of Public Utilities; and books and 
22. See bibliography. 
13 
magazines dealing with public relations topics appropriate to the 
study. A great deal of information was also obtained through per-
sonal interviews with: two members of the Public Utilities Com-
mission; four staff members of that department; four members of 
the Joint Committee on Power and Light; and a legislative agent 
and counsel for a group of public utilities. 
The final chapter is an evaluation of Boston Gas's govern-
ment relations activities in terms of the analysis of pertinent 
publics discussed in the third chapter. This chapter includes the 
author's conclusions; recommendations for improving Boston Gas 
Company's government relations program; indications of the 
studies limitations, and suggestions for further research in the 
area of business-government relations. 
The author hopes that his endeavor will shed at least a 
glimmer of light upon the complex, but fascinating, problem of 
American Business's relations with government. 
CHAPTER ll 
A CASE STUDY OF THE BOSTON GAS COMPANY'S PUBLIC 
RELATIONS PROGRAM 
I. A BRIEF HISTORY OF BOSTON GAS COMPANY 
Boston Gas Company was the second gas company to be 
1 
chartered in America. It traces its origin back to 1823 when the 
Boston Gas Light Company was founded. 2 In 1902, Boston Gas Light 
Company, seven other gas companies in the greater Boston area, 
and a coke plant in Everett merged to form the Massachusetts Gas 
3 
Companies. Three years later, by special order of the Massachu-
setts legislature, this combination of gas companies, eleven in 
number by that time, became the Boston Consolidated Gas Company~ 
a subsidiary of the Massachusetts Gas Companies. 
In 1929, the Koppers Company of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 
1. Donald C. Lavins, "A Public Relations Study of Eastern 
Gas and Fuel Associates" (Unpublished Bachelor's field study, 
Boston University, Boston, 1958), p. 50. 
2. Boston Gas Company, 1957 Annual Report to Employees. 
3. Massachusetts Gas Companies, Bulletin, XIII (December-
January, 1931), p. 4. 
4. Lavins, op. cit. p. 4. 
15 
acquired the stock of the Massachusetts Gas Companies. 5 The same 
year, the Eastern Gas and Fuel Associates was formed from a com-
bination of the Massachusetts Gas Companies and several of Koppers' 
enterprises. By the time Boston Consolidated Gas became affiliated 
with the Koppers' interests, it had merged with a total of eleven 
h . 6 ot er gas compan1es. 
In 1930, as a subsidiary of Eastern Gas and Fuel Associates, 
Boston Consolidated Gas was serving a total of twenty-one cities and 
towns in Eastern Massachusetts. 7 In 1931, it was supplying a total 
of 322, 831 customers. 8 
Eastern Gas and Fuel disassociated i tself from Koppers in 
1950 in order to qualify for exception under the Holding Company Act 
of 1935. 
Because of stiff competition from electric companies, the 
gas company's sales declined steadily in the '40's and early '50's. 
5. Eastern Gas and Fuel Associates, ''Development and 
Activities," November 30, 1935, p. 3. 
6. Lavina, op. cit., p. 5. 
7. Ibid., p. 7. 
8. Boston Gas Company, op. cit. 
16 
In 1953, however, the Boston Gas Company was given a new lease on 
life when the Algonquin Gas Transmission Company's lines brought 
natural gas to Massachusetts. With the advent of natural gas, which 
is cheaper to supply than manufactured gas, Boston Gas launched an 
aggressive sales campaign aimed at increasing gas space-heating. 
The result was that sales increased 13o/• annually between 1953 and 
1955. 9 Sales have been climbing steadily ever since. 10 
In 1955, its name was simplified to the Boston Gas Company. 
IL CONTEMPORARY BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
Boston Gas Company is by far the largest gas utility in New 
England. Today, it serves 312, 000 gas customers in Boston and 
twenty- six other nearby communities. Its 1, 900 employees, and 
. f 0 .1 11 In 2, 722 miles of mains serv1ce an area o 4 7 square m1. es. 
9. The First Boston Corporation, "Eastern Gas and Fuel 
Associates" (pamphlet, 1956), pp. 13 and 14. 
10. New England Gas Association, Membership and Statisti-
cal Directory, Supplements No. 4 and 5 to November, 1955 biennial 
edition; and Supplement No. 2 to the 19 57 biennial edition. 
ll. Boston Gas Company, ~· cit. 
17 
addition to its distribution system, the company owns and operates a 
water-gas plant at Everett, Massachusetts, and has three gas storage 
12 holders. 
In 1957 the company sold 13, 763, 600, 000 British Thermal 
Units of gas. 13 About 10% of this was pure natural gas distributed 
to the fringe areas of the company's territory. 14 Most of the gas 
supplied is a mixture of natural gas and manufactured gas. Although 
the writer was unable to determine categorically whether the company 
planned to convert entirely to natural gas in the future, it became 
fairly evident from talking with company officials that natural gas 
would supplant the mixed gas gradually. 
IlL ADMINISTRATION OF BOSTON GAS'S PUBLIC RELATIONS 
ACTIVITIES 
Most of Boston Gas Company's public relations activities per 
se are planned, guided, and in many cases implemented by the 
Public Relations Department of Eastern Gas and Fuel. Eastern's 
12. New York Stock Exchange, "Eastern Gas and Fuel 
Associates" (booklet prepared by the Department of Stock Listings, 
A-16828, January 25, 1957), p. 9. 
13. New England Gas Association, Membership and Statisti-
cal Directory, Supplement No. 2 to 1957 biennial edition. 
14. The First Boston Corporation, op. cit. 
18 
Public Relations Director, 0 . F. Ingram, feels that it is more econ-
omical for the parent company to handle public relations in this way. 
For one thing, Eastern and Boston Gas headquarters are in the same 
building. Another factor is that duplication of a high caliber public 
relations staff would be costly. 
Eastern's Public Relations Department is composed of a 
Director who reports directly to the Vice President in charge of 
Industrial and Public Relations; two relations assistants; and two 
secretaries. 
Certain functions of two other Eastern Departments, Indus-
trial Relations and Stockholder Relations, which contribute signifi-
cantly to the public relations of Boston Gas, will also be discussed 
in this chapter. 
Some public relations activities are handled by Boston Gas's 
Advertising and Publicity Department headed by Mrs. B. P. Kimball. 
Other public relations oriented activities are carried out through the 
Gas Company's Personnel, Legal Services and Safety, and Custo-
mers' Service Departments. Mr. J. J. Quinn, Vice President in 
charge of Sales, is the top executive charged with the public relations 
responsibility of Boston Gas. 
19 
For the purposes of this study, the author does not consider 
it important at all times to point out which public relations function 
is administered by what particular department. For this study, the 
paramount consideration is the over-all effort of both Eastern and 
Boston Gas in dealing with publics affecting governmental policy on 
the state level. 
IV. PUBLIC RELATIONS ACTIVITIES 
In this case study the company's public relations activities 
are sub-divided into 11internal11 and 11external" for purposes of analy-
sis only. " Internal" activities may be defined as company action 
directed at those who are normally identified with the company, i.e., 
employees and stockholders. "External" activities then naturally 
refer to those company efforts directed at groups or organizations 
who are not normally identified with the company. Actually all public 
relations activities in this study are viewed by the author as extern-
ally directed, or orientated, toward the state government. 
INTERNAL PUBLIC RELATIONS ACTIVITIES 
Employee Relations. Boston Gas may be described as a 
"good place to work.'' To substantiate this claim, it may point to 
20 
its maximum labor turnover of two per cent per year as opposed to 
the national average of three and one-half per cent in 1956. 15 Lavins 
states 'that Eastern Gas and Fuel Associates, the parent company, is 
intensely conscious of employee relations. He maintains that it 
realizes the importance of treating employees fairly and without dis-
. . . 16 
cr1mmat1on. 
Working closely with the Gas Company, Eastern Gas and 
Fuel's Industrial Relations Department attempts to keep current on 
the needs and wants of the employees by an industrial relations re-
search program which includes surveys regarding compensation and 
fringe benefits. 17 
Management appears to do an excellent job of keeping the 
employees abreast of company policy and news. Policy manuals, 
various tabloids, letters, posters, special notices, movies and 
meetings all play a part in the gas company's communication with 
15. Theodore R. Gates, editor, The Economic Almanac, 1958 
(New York: Published for the National Industrial Conference Boa~ 
by Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1958), pp. 255. 
16. Lavina, ~ cit., p. 24. 
17. Ibid., p. 27. 
Q 
Zl 
its employees. 
Personnel policies have been compiled into an Employees 1 
Manual, which is presented to each new employee, The publication 
includes information regarding: compensation, benefit plans, pro-
motions, state and federal laws effecting employees, hours of work, 
18 
etc, 
Gas Lines, a six-page tabloid for the employees, is published 
eight times per year. Although most of the space is devoted to 
achievements of personnel, and to social news, there are also 
articles concerning company operations or news effecting the com-
pany. Gas Lines makes liberal use of pictures of employees. Un-
fortunately, many of these pictures are of large groups, and so small 
that it is nearly impossible to recognize faces. 
Boston Gas also published an Annual Report to Employees. 
Although this report is not particularly attractive, it is reasonably 
19 
readable from the employees • standpoint. It includes a brief 
18. Ibid., p. 27. 
19. Thomas A. Pyle, 11The Rat Hole 11 (unpublis hed student 
report, Boston University's School of Public Relations and Com-
munications, 1958), p. 8. 
li 
l~--------------------~------~1~------------------~J 
22 
financial statement, items on company operations, and a message 
from the president. 
Another way of communicating with employees is through 
Eastern Gas and Fuel's Associate. This slick-paper magazine 
contains news of employee engagements, weddings, awards, 
retirements, etc. , for all the companies within the corporation. 
More timely and important news is conveyed to B oston Gas's 
employees via a letter from the president. In the past, such letters 
have told the personnel of important business developments; progress 
on rate cases; mergers; new operating procedures; contract pro-
visions; conversion to natural or mixed gas; union agreements; and 
court decisions. 
Notice s of special discounts for employees are mailed to 
the employees' homes, and posted on bulletin boards. The company 
also furnishes a reading rack of pamphlets designed to further the 
e conomic education of employees. 
Boston Gas has produced a film entitled The Silent Flame 
Speaks. As well as being the story of the company, it dramatizes 
many facts about the gas industry. It has been shown to all employees 
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The company carries on a comprehensive safety program 
which stresses personal safety to its employees. Slogan posters 
are used in conjunction with the program. Also, periodic safety 
meetings are held. These gatherings often turn into general infor-
mation lectures with the employees asking questions about the various 
company operations. 
When new rate schedules are about to be instituted, special 
meetings are called to explain the changes to the employees. 
Even the social gatherings sponsored by the Employee As-
sociation may serve the function of disseminating information. The 
president often speaks at the Christmas Party or Annual Outing of 
this organization. Other social functions also serve to pass on 
company information to employees. 
In addition to the reports necessary to any large organiza-
tion, the upward communications at Boston Gas include a suggestion 
system for employees. Financial rewards are presented to the 
employees whose suggestions are accepted. The suggestions are 
published in Gas Lines. The names of the employees who made the 
suggestions are not published, however. 
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The gas company's employee relations may be conducive 
to have employees voice opinions about government regulations 
to the D.P. U. or the General Court. Mr. Ingram, however, has 
stated that since he bas been with Eastern, employees have not 
been asked to do so. He adds, however, that some employees may 
have expressed their opinions to the D.P. U. or their legislators 
without prompting from the company. The author feels that there 
is a good chance that voluntary and unprompted expression has 
taken place because of the company's information program for 
employees. He considers such expression superior to official 
prompting by the company, because it is and will appear more 
genuinely sincere to government officials. 
Labor Relations. Locals 12, 003 and 12, 118 of the United 
Mine Workers, District 50, represent Boston Gas Employees. The 
fact th&t only one labor dispute has gone to arbitration in the last 
twenty years is a strong indication th&t Boston Gas has g ood rela-
tions with organized labor. 
Mr. P. J. Killelea, the company's personnel manager, con-
tends that the company's relations with the union depend to a large 
extent upon the personality of union leadership and union political 
=======#:===~roblems at the time in g_uestion. 
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When asked whether he felt the union would cooperate with 
the company in its dealings with government, Mr. Killelea 
answered that it probably would, as long as it did not prove dis-
advantageous for the union. 
The company has already demonstrated a spirit of coopera-
tion with labor concerning pending legislation. In 1958, Vincent 
Farnsworth, Jr., the company's legislative agent and counsel, 
appeared with union representatives before the General Court's 
Labor and Industry Committee t o voice objection to a proposed 
cash-sickness plan. The gas company unions considered their 
present plan better than the proposed legislation, which would have 
superceded the company's present welfare plan. 
Mr. Killelea credits the company's Labor-Management 
Committee for much of the understanding between the company 
and the union. This committee, which meets once a month, is 
composed of members of both labor and management. In discus-
sing mutual problems, the representatives are able to thwart 
potential sources of labor unrest before they get to the dispute stage. 
The committee serves as an excellent source of upward communication 
for the company. 
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Stockholder Relations. Boston Gas is owned outright by 
Eastern Gas and Fuel Associates . Therefore, the gas company 
has no stockholders. The author feels, however that Eastern's 
stockholders might well take an interest in the activities of 
Boston Gas, because it is Eastern's second largest revenue 
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producer. These stockho lders might be of some aid in the 
gas company's relations with government. 
Eastern has approximately 12, 000 common, and 5, 000 
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preferred stockholders. Aside from top-level management, 
there is no stock purchase plan for Boston Gas employees. Nor 
is there any for the customers. A special Stockholder Relations 
Department (a director and his secretary) conducts Eastern's 
stockholder relations program. The program's success is evident 
in the percentage of proxies returned to the company by the stock-
holders. Over 88% were turned over to the company in 1957. 22 
20. Eastern Gas and Fuel Associates, 1957 Annual Report, 
p. 9. 
21. Ibid., p. 15. 
22. Lavins, op. cit., pp. 36-38. 
Eastern 1 s communications to its stockholders include: 
the annual report; a report of the annual meeting; two additional 
financial statements per year; and letters from the president to 
new stockholders. In addition, financial information regarding 
Eastern is provided to brokers, who own 27o/o of the voting stock. 
Personal requests for information by stockholders are filled by 
mail and telephone conversations. 
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Included in the communications disseminated by Eastern to 
its stockholders are facts about the operations and the situation of 
the gas company. As yet, no attempt has been made to organize or 
stimulate the stockholders with regard to the gas company• s rela-
tions with government. 
Although all three groups ••• employees, labor and stock-
holders ••• in this section are internal publics, each bas, or could 
have, an effect upon one or more of the external publics important 
to the gas company's relations with government. The exact relation-
ship of each internal public to an appropriate external public is dis-
cussed in Chapter IV. 
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EXTERNAL PUBLIC RELATIONS ACTIVITIES 
Customer Relations. Many of Boston Gas Company's em-
ployees, such as meter readers, bill collectors, and appliance adjus-
ters, come into daily contact with the consumers. Others, such as 
administrative and clerical employees, have considerable dealings 
with consumers. It is necessary, then, that these employees present 
a good impression for the company. 
In selecting its employees, the gas company is careful to 
pick men and women whose personalities, as well as training, fit the 
job. With many of its employees entering hundreds of homes each 
day, the gas company takes particular pains to assure that the pro-
spective employee is scrupulously honest and of high moral character. 
To keep the company informed regarding the customers' at-
titudes toward the company, and more specifically their opinions 
about the cost of gas and quality of service, a continuous opinion-
attitude survey is conducted by Robert W. Pratt, a marketing and 
opinion-research firm from Greene, Rhode Island. 
A modified area sampling procedure is followed. That is, 
within each geographical area chosen for the sample, the interviewer 
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is assigned a quota of respondents. Each area is revisited every 
three months . The agency claims that eventually everyone within the 
area is interviewed. There is, however, no effort made to distin-
guish between those previously interviewed and those not. 
The first report of the survey to the gas company was in 
August, 1957. Ever since then, there has been a report every three 
months. 
A comparison of that first survey report and the last one 
(August, 1958) indicates that the customers• opinion of the Company1 s 
service has improved, but that more customers feel that the cost of 
gas is high. This slight change regarding the cost of gas may easily 
have been due to the 1958 recessio n. 
SERVICE 
8/57 8/58 
Excellent 43.3 43.9 
Good 47.6 49.6 
Fair 5. 1 5.1 
Poor 1.8 1.4 
Don 1t know 16. 5 17. 3 
**** 
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COST 
8/57 8/58 
Very high 9.8 9.8 
Little high 19.4 20.4 
Relatively low 66.7 66 .4 
Low 4.1 3.4 
Don't know 20.6 22.1 
**** 
A comparison of figures showing the response to 11 What is the 
one thing you like least about Boston Gas" is a lso pertinent to this 
study, although this writer does not believe these particular statistics 
are significant. Less than 20% of the sample answered this question . 
The entire sample was never more than 900 in a population of over 
300, 000 . 
In 1957, • 8% of the respondents answered "monopoly" to the 
above question. In 1958, 2. 8% did so. In 1957, 3. 8% answered 
"attitude of company employees toward customers. 11 In 1958, 3. Oo/o 
did so. "Cost of gas" accounted for 44. 8% of the answers to this 
question in 1957. This figure dropped to 41.4% in 1958. 
If the findings regarding service and cost are valid, and they 
probably are, Boston Gas seems to enjoy good relations with its cus-
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tomers. It must be remembered, however, that a small percentage 
of dissatisfied consumers can hurt a business to a much greater ex-
tent than their numbers might indicate. Dis satisfaction can be con-
tagious. 
Not only is the gas company particularly careful in the selec-
tion of employees who will be dealing frequently with customers, but 
it attempts to assure good customer relations by training these em-
ployees in the art of good customer relations. 
The customer relations course is c onducted in six sessions of 
two hours each. Although the course is modified for each type of 
job, there is a standard fifteen-page multilithed text. This text tells 
the importance of customer relations; how customers form opinions 
of the company; the employee's role in customer relations; about the 
handling of an angry customer; and how to use the telephone court-
eously and correctly. 
The course design places much stress upon telephone courtesy. 
Such elements as the tone of voice are taken up in detail. Slide films, 
group discussions and role playing are used both as instructional 
aids, and to make the course interesting. 
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Special illustrated booklets produced by the Customer Rela-
tions Committees of the American Gas Association and the Edison 
Electric Institute outline paths to sound customer relations. Not 
only do the booklets suggest methods o£ dealing with the customer, 
but, also, with his dog. 
Each employee is familiarized with the laws relating to his or 
her particular job. There is, however, no stress laid upon there-
lationship of customer relations to the company's relations with 
government. 
The customer relations training program at Boston Gas is 
planned and administered by the Industrial Relations Department of 
Eastern Gas and Fuel. 
By giving such comprehensive training to employees, the gas 
company is reasonably certain that customer complaints will be 
handled in a courteous and satisfactory manner. Most complaints 
come to the company'• Customer Service Department. If the dis-
satisfactions stems from the gas appliance, the department can 
radio its cruising service trucks, and have one at the customers 
home within minutes. 
Special events such as the New England Home Show, the 
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Cooperative Cooking Festival, and the Home Furnishings Show, all 
in which Boston Gas participates, seem to be m ore sales orientated 
than predominately orientated toward good customer relations. Un-
doubtly, however, the instruction given by the gas company's home 
economists on the best use of the appliance does tend to instill 
friendly attitudes in those customers who attend the shows. 
Boston Gas sends a variety of written communications to its 
customers. Some of these fall more properly under the realm of 
advertising or sales promotion, but many are designed to maintain 
good relations with the consumers. Both deserve discussion here, 
since both tend to influence the customers' attitudes toward the 
company. 
Most of these notices are in the form of bill inserts. One 
type of insert advertises the various gas appliances available through 
Boston Gas, and offers free advice on remodeling kitchens for gas 
appliances. The Boston Gas News is a monthly insert c omposed of 
copy extolling the advantages of gas. It also includes a monthly 
recipe for the customers. Consumers also receive notices of the 
television cooking demonstrations of Dione Lucas. 
These bill inserts are considered by the company to be very 
effective promotional and advertising aids. In several cases they 
have been more effective than newspaper advertisements. This is 
especially true where coupons are enclosed with the insert. 
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As natural gas replaced manufactured gas, special notices 
were sent to the customers informing them of the conversion. The 
notice explained that it would be necessary for servicemen to adjust 
the customer's appliance for the conversion. The letter also in-
formed the customer as to approximately when the serviceman 
would arrive and how long he would take to adjust the appliance. 
Special inserts are also used to explain new billing proce-
dures, and to inform the consumers about petitions for rate changes. 
In 1954, after conversion to natural or mixed gas, an illustrated 
booklet was delivered to the customers explaining the new rate 
schedule for the new gas. Informing the consumers of this conver-
sion and of the subsequently revised rate schedule was a carefully 
planned public relations activity. The company entered the program 
in the American Gas Associations public relations contest for 1958. 
By maintaining membership in the Home Builders Association 
and the Massachusetts Restaurant Association, the gas company not 
only increases its sales p otential, but also its public relations poten-
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tial. Membership enables the company to sense the attitudes and 
situations of the home and restaurant owners who are gas customers. 
Through the respective associations, the compan y may also dissem-
inate various types of information aimed at maintaining favorable 
relations with 1ts customers. 
Community Relations. Boston Gas is represented in a host 
of community-centered organizations and business groups. Such 
representation allows the company to keep well informed about 
community affairs, and play directly, or indirectly, a role in the life 
of the area which it serves. Mr. Ingram explained that since most 
of the company sponsored memberships are held by exec utives who 
have public relations responsibilities, there has been no conscious 
effort to have those holding the memberships report activities 
effecting Boston Gas to the Public Relations Department. 
The gas company is a member of, or sponsors an employee 
membership in, the following organizations: 
Boston Rotary Club 
Boston Chamber of Commerce 
Chelsea Chamber of Commerce 
Newton Chamber of Commerce 
Waltham Chamber of Commerce 
Somerville Chamber of Commerce 
Brookline Taxpayers Association 
Boston Bar Association 
Boston Better Business Association 
National Safety Council 
Commercial Club of Boston 
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In addition to the company memberships, individual employees 
hold private memberships in other neighboring service clubs such as 
Rotary and Kiwanas, and in dozens of professional societies. 
Aside from the dues paid to the above organizations and 
others, the company donates about $9,000 per year to organized com-
munity charities. 
Boston Gas takes a particularly active part in both the Com-
munity Fund and Red Cross Drives. It supplements the regular fund-
raisers by setting up its own campaign within the company. It even 
goes as far as loaning executives and some clerical help to the drive 
headquarters of the Community Fund. 
The gas company takes special interest in the schools of its 
service area. It supplies free gas appliances to the home economics 
departments. The company's home economists also provide instruc-
tion to the teachers and pupils in the best use of the appliances. 
Boston Gas takes part in Business-Education Day each year. 
As part of B-E Day this year, it gave forty Boston School teachers a 
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grand tour of its facilities. The company's operations were explained 
in order to acquaint the teachers with the business problems of the 
public utility. 
The company also administers the American Gas Association's 
school program to high school science teachers locally. The program 
includes disseminating pamphlets and classroom aids showing the 
uses of gas. Last year (1957), Boston Gas received an AGA public 
relations award for its school relations program. 
B oston Gas also participates in such events as the New 
England Exposition of Progress. 
As p a rt of 1ts community relations program, the company 
arranges tours of its Jamaica Plain Operations Center the year 
round. 
The gas company's speaker's bureau was in the inactive status 
at the time of this writing. Mr. Ingram, however , p lans to revive it 
in the immediate future. His proposal calls for scheduling engage-
ments with local service clubs at which the film, The Silent Flame 
Speaks, would be shown, accompanied by a c o mpany representative. 
The film is the same one which has been shown to all employees. 
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Between 1950 and 1953, the speaker's bureau was most active 
and was used primarily to explain the how's and why's of conversion 
to natural and mixed gas in the Boston area. Most of the engagements 
were with local service clubs. An Encyclopedia Britannica Film 
entitled, Gas for Homes and Industry, was included in the program. 
The programs were highly successful. In three years the 
company filled thirty-three speaking dates after only one promotional 
letter and an advanced release of the speech's text to the newspaper 
of the particular locality in which the talk was being presented. 
Relations with Allied Businesses. Before a customer can buy 
and use gas, he must have a gas appliance. Because of the gas com-
pany's reliance upon the gas appliance for sales, it must be on the 
best of terms with appliance dealers. 
Boston Gas attempts to inform the dealers of every company 
venture which will, in turn, effect the dealers. The company distrib-
utes to appliance dealers a newsletter entitled, Selling Gas Service. 
This publication acquaints the cooperating dealers with the latest 
trade news; gives them advanced notice and pertinent details of com-
pany advertising campaigns; provides possible selling points; and 
gives hints on how to increase the dealer's profits. 
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Special notices were sent to appliance manufacturers and 
dealers in the early 1950's, just before Boston Gas cmverted to 
natural and mixed gas . Through these notices the c ompany requested 
that the dealers and manufacturers prepare to meet the mechanical 
requirements for the new and hotter gas. 
Several times a year the company holds meetings or confer-
ences for its dealers. Many of these gatherings have been special 
conferences for heating contractors. 
Eastern Gas and Fuel owns 3 70/o of Boston Gas 1 s natural gas 
1. h Al . G T . . C 
23 Th h supp ter, t e gonqutn as ransmtsston ompany. e aut or 
found no indication of formal public relations activities directed at 
Algonquin. 
Mass Media Relations. Mr. Ingram has described B oston 
Gas's mass media relations as "good," but not "excellent." He says 
that little attempt has been made to cultivate a relationship with the 
mass media. By this he means that the company has not gone out of 
its way in its treatment of the company. 
The company uses press releases infrequently. In recent 
Z3. Eastern Gas and Fuel Associates,~· cit., p. 17. 
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years, it has averaged slightly less than one news release per month. 
When releases are made, they are generally restricted to such sub-
jects as: Department of Public Utilities hearing decisions; safe 
driving awards; service awards to employees; major financial news; 
speeches of company representatives at service clubs and conventions; 
major company news; and major personnel changes. Seldom do the 
releases involve anything other than the above mentioned topics. In 
1957, however, the company did release a story refuting a claim that 
gas had caused an explosion in Dorchester. This release was made 
after a thorough investigation in which gas had not been shown res-
ponsible for the blast. 
The nature of the news governs the distribution of the release. 
Boston Gas's distribution list includes: Boston papers; local suburl:an 
papers; trade papers; national financial papers and magazines; New 
York City papers; and selected foreign papers. 
Mr. Ingram feels that the company could probably benefit by 
releasing more prepared news or feature stories than it has done in 
the past. 
Eastern's Public Relations Department also fills requests for 
stories and information from trade papers. There are not, however, 
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very many of these requests. 
Mr. Ingram explained that because of the technical nature of 
the gas industry, it is difficult for men of non-technical backgrounds 
to understand the complex operations of the gas company. Even when 
the particular situation isn't of a scientific or technical nature, it may 
be far from simple to explain in layman's terms. Thus, a newspaper 
account involving the gas company may be inaccurately reported and 
written. This may lead to a misunderstanding of the particular 
situation on the part of the newspaper's readers. 
The ease with which such a situation can be misunderstood and 
misinterpreted can well be illustrated by recounting an incident which 
took place in February of 1958. The company notified its customers 
in the area effected that one of its waste pumps in East Boston was in 
need of repair and asked that the consumers curtail the use of gas for 
a number of hours. There was extremely little danger of gas fumes 
escaping, or of an explosion. In addition, there was enough gas for 
necessities for most of the duration of the repair work, and relatively 
few people were inconvenienced for the entire period. In spite of 
these facts, the Boston press reported the incident as a major hard-
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sh1p upon the consumers. 
Mr. Ingram implied that there have been times when the com-
pany has declined to answer specific questions put to it by represen-
tatives of the press. He said that a noncommittal stand by the company 
often resulted in an unfavorable slant of a story by the writer. For 
instance, the writer would use 11 refused 11 instead of 11 declined11 to 
comment. 
Boston Gas uses radio and television for public relations 
activities only in extraordinary circumstances, such as in the case 
above to notify consumers. However, executives of the company, 
such as Mr. Quinn, have participated in various television panels. 
Television and radio relations have been described by Mr. Ingram as 
11 satisfactory, 11 but 11 embryonic. 11 He feels that these two media are 
less critical of Boston Gas than the newspapers. 
Direct Dealings with Government. As a public utility, Boston 
Gas Company has many and varied contacts with elements of the state 
24. Lavins, ~· cit., pp. 64-65. 
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and local government. These contacts develop as a natural course of 
business at all levels. 
The company keeps close watch for legislative proposals 
which might effect the company or its employees. Mr. Vincent 
Farnsworth, Jr., the gas company's Treasurer, is also its legisla-
tive counsel and agent. He is aided in this job by Ralph Hill, a pro-
fessional lobbyist employed part-time by Eastern Gas and Fuel 
Associates. Mr. Farnsworth assesses the bills which come before 
the various committees of the General Court. If the bill warrants 
company action, one or both of tbe two lobbyists appear at the appro-
priate legislative committee or approach tbe appropriate political 
leader on behalf, or in opposition to, the proposal. 
While the two men's functions overlap somewhat, 
Mr. Farnsworth is primarily responsible for ascertaining the gas 
company's stand, if any, on the various legislative matters. 
Mr. Hill's prime responsibility is in dealing with the legislators 
themselves. 
With respect to the gas company, the most important com-
mittee is the Joint Committee on Power and Light. Virtually every 
bill dealing directly with gas and electricity is referred to this com-
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mittee. Other committees at which Mr. Farnsworth or Mr. Hill 
have appeared include: Public Safety, State Administration, Cities, 
Highways and Motor Vehicles , Labor and Industry, Taxation, Ways 
and Means, and Municipal Finance. 
Several recent bills referred to the Joint Municipal Finance 
Committee endangered the very existence of Boston Gas and other 
Massachusetts public utilities according to Mr. Farnsworth. He said 
that the Municipal Electric Association sponsored legislation in 1958 
designed to authorize revenue bonds in order to acquire gas and 
electric plants throughout the Commonwealth. He feels that such 
legislation would mean the Association could take over Boston Gas 
and any other gas or electric utility by right of eminent domain. The 
association is composed of municipally owned utilities of which 
Holyoke is the largest and reputedly the leader in sponsoring such 
proposals. 
In presenting the company's case, Mr. Farnsworth makes 
a point of stressing the potential effects of the various legislative 
proposals upon the consumer. In addition , it is interesting to note 
that in spite of some industry reluctance to present a company's case, 
with the exception of labor legislation, he has never felt reluctant to 
present the business aspects of the company's stand on the various 
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proposals before the legislature. 
Generally, Boston Gas leaves lobbying on labor bills to organ-
izations such as the Chamber of Commerce, the Associated Industries, 
or possibly the Massachusetts Association of Electric and Gas Com-
panies. Mr. Farnsworth expressed the opinion that a stand by indivi-
dual companies against legislation beneficial to organized labor would 
certainly not enhance the individual company's relations with its 
local union. 
The two company lobbyists also keep in touch with the party 
leaders of the House and Senate. Many committee decisions are 
dictated, at least in part, by the party position on a given matter. 
In such cases, it behooves the company to let its position be known to 
the party leaders before such leaders announce the party's intentions. 
Should the situation demand it, the company can also appeal its case 
to the Governor. 
As far as this writer could determine, direct customer suppcrt 
has never been solicited for legislative matters. Boston Gas does, 
however, take the precaution of keeping state legislators informed 
as the situations which might result in a flurry of expressed resent-
ment by constituents who are also gas consumers. Prior to conver-
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sion to mixed gas in 1954, the company informed the State Represen-
tatives and Senators in the areas effected that the adjustment opera-
tion would soon start, and that there would be unsatisfactory service 
temporarily. The letter also pointed out the advantages of the change. 
The company's investigators are in almost daily contact with 
their counterparts in the Department of Public Utilities. Mr. 
Farnsworth has described the personal relations of these men as 
"good. 11 In a spirit of cooperation, the company, as have other 
utilities, opened the facilities and services of its rate section to the 
DPU for research work. In addition, rate men and engineers of the 
company discuss proposed rate and service changes with DPU offi-
cials in informal conferences before petitioning formally for a change. 
This enables them to iron out any major difficulties which might 
otherwise take unnecessary time during the hearing. 
When a formal petition is submitted, it is prepared by the 
Company's legal department. Upon filing for a rate change, 
Mr. Ingram and the company lawyers confer with DPU officials to 
assure that the news release made to the press by the company via 
the State House News Bureau is technically correct. In the past, the 
Public Relations Department of Eastern has recommended that the 
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President of Boston Gas state the company case briefly, but fully, at 
the start of the hearing so that it will increase the chances of getting 
accurate coverage by the press. In addition, a prepared release of 
the company's position, and a financial and business fact sheet are 
given out to members of the press. The DPU releases all announce-
ments of its decisions on bearings, but sometimes the company 
makes a simultaneous release. 
In at least the more recent cases before the DPU, Boston Gas 
attorneys have referred to both business and consumer interest in 
their arguments. The stress of one interest as opposed to another 
seemed to depend upon the nature of the case, of course. 
In a rate change case which involved a reduction for many 
consumers, the company was quick to point out the benefits to con-
sumers as well as the anticipated company benefit, which was ex-
25 
pected to result from the more "competitive rates." Again in a 
Boston Gas petition requesting permission to service the town of 
Burlington, the company expressed a willingness to serve domestic, 
as well as commercial and industrial consumers. A rival gas com-
25. Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities, Petition 
No. 10,985. 
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pany had petitioned for permission to give limited service, i.e., 
service only the new Raytheon Plant. Z6 In three petitions for a rate 
change argued as one case before the Commissioners, company 
attorneys pointed out the benefits to the consumers in the long run. Z7 
In two other cases, however, involving the location of com-
pany facilities in the town of Weston, company attorneys mentioned 
zs 
service and benefits to the consumer only briefly. 
There are very few court cases involving Boston Gas. With 
regard to public relations efforts, Mr. Ingram feels that each case 
must be handled as the situation demands. Press releases announcing 
the filing of an equity suit against the DPU have been issued in the 
past. The company has also been asked by the press to comment on 
decisions effecting it. In 1957, when Boston Gas won a refund from 
the City of Boston in a tax abatement case, the company made no 
press release, but prepared answers to questions which it anticipated 
Z6. Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities, Petition 
No. lZ, 573. 
2 7. Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities, Petition 
Nos. 10, 710, 10,985, and 11,466. 
Z8. Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities, Petition 
Nos. 11, 856 and 11, 88Z. 
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the press would ask. 
At various times Boston Gas bas bad to deal with the govern-
ments of towns and cities within its operating territory. Most of 
these dealings have had to do with the construction of company facili-
ties within the town. A majority of the contact has been through its 
engineers and lawyers in informal and formal conferences with the 
mayors. selectmen, or city councilors of the community. 
Very seldom has there been any controversy over the proposed 
company activities. When a conflict is anticipated, the company ad-
vises the local press of its position on the matter. In a rare example, 
where citizens and selectmen opposed placement of a storage tank 
in Braintree, the company called a public meeting to explain its case. 
Unfortunately for the company, opposition to the storage tank was so 
universal that it withdrew its request before a final vote was taken by 
the selectmen. It announced the withdrawal in a short press release 
stating that it had informed the selectmen of its decision. 
Prior to conversion to mixed gas, the company sent letters to 
the mayors, selectmen, and city councilors of the communities 
effected to inform them of the adjustment operation and its conse-
quences regarding the temporary inconveniences, and the future 
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benefits to be derived from use of the "hotter gas. 11 
All final announcements regarding decisions of the local gov-
ernments have been left to the town and city officials. 
Harlan P . Newton, Esq., of the company's Legal Department, 
spelled out the company's policy in dealing with government officials. 
He advised that it was preferable to get to know the g overnment 
officials on all levels and try to get along with them, than to try to 
2.9 
circumvent them. 
2.9. Crossing Paths, Harlan P . Newton, Esq., unpublished 
speech before the New England Gas Association in B oston on January 
2.2. , 1959. 
CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF PUBLIC OPINION SOURCES 
Effective government relations must have as its basis a 
knowledge of the role each arm of government plays in the formu-
lation of policies, regulations, and rules. Such knowledge must in-
clude a grasp of how decisions regarding these functions of govern-
ment are reached. 
Presumably, these decisions are made on the basis of fact. 
But, few are based upon fact alone. Seldom, if ever, are all the 
facts relative to a given situation available. Therefore, a person 
making a decision must exercise his judgement of the situation where 
facts are not available. This type of judgement involves the use of 
opinion. 
The opinions of legislators and administrators, as with all 
people, are founded upon their personal backgrounds, other people's 
opinions, knowledge of the particular situation, impressions, etc. 
These factors affecting decisions may be called opinion sources. 
This chapter is devoted to indicating the major opinion sources 
influencing each agency of the Massachusetts government 
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which deals with the various aspects of gas utility regulation. 
In Massachusetts, as in most states, the regulation of bus-
iness is shared by the legislature, a regulatory department or 
commission, and the courts. 
ROLE OF THE LEGISLATURE 
~General. The legislature, or as it is known formally, the 
General Court, sets the policy regarding government control of 
business by enacting laws pertaioing to such. In other words, regu-
lation originates with the legislature. A suggested policy may come 
from another source, but the origin of the regulatory power itself 
is the state law-making body. For instance, the power of the 
Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities to investigate and make 
rules and regulations regarding public utilities must fall within the 
policy of the laws enacted by the legislature. 
The General Court is bicameral. Both houses meet annually. 
Regarding law-making, the Massachusetts constitution is 
exceptionally democratic. Any citizen, group of citizens, any 
association, corporation or organization, or any member of the 
II 
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l 
Senate or House may petition for legislation. In addition, the pop-
ulace has the right of initiative, and referendum. 
The right of petition, however, does have certain conditions 
z 
which tend to keep the number of petitions (about 3000 annually ) 
somewhere near the practical level. Each petition for legislation 
must be signed by a member of the legislature. The petition must 
be accompanied by a draft of the bill. There is also a deadline for the 
submission of petitions for each sesssion of the General Coart. After 
that deadline, a petition may only be considered by a suspension of 
the rules of both houses. This action requires a 4 I 5 majority of 
3 
both houses. 
Special state commissions, recess committees, and admin-
istrative departments may also submit petitions for legislation in 
4 
their reports to the legislature. In addition, the Governor may 
5 
recommend legislation anytime during the session. 
l. League of Woman Voters, Massachusetts State Government 
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard Universi:.t.¥ Press.-1956), 
pp. 14 and 15. 
Z. Ibid., p. 44. 
3. Ibid., p. 14. 
4. Ibid., p. ZZ. 
5. Ibid. , p. 21. 
The Committees and their Importance. The fate of a pre-
p o nderant majority of the bills introduced is determined by the 
c ommittee or committees to which each bill is referred. In 1955, 
95o/o of the committee recommendations on bills were accepted by 
6 
the legislature. Four members of the Joint Committee on P-ower 
and Light, interviewed by the author, estimated that in 19 57, be-
tween 80 and 98% of that Committee• s recomm,endations were 
accepted by the legislature. 
Every bill is referred to one of the legislative committees. 
I 
The committees hold public hearings on most bills. Anyone is 
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entitled to attend these hearings, but the chairman can limit the time 
8 
that non-members speak. Legislative agents and legislative coun-
sels, better known as lobbyists, may also attend and submit views at 
the hearings. They are not permitted, however, to attend the full 
9 
sessions of either house, except in the visitors' gallery. 
6. Ibid. , P· 50. 
7. Ibid., p. 25. 
8 . Ibid. , p. 26. 
9. Ibid., p. 28 . 
Notices of the hearings are sent to the petitioners, and, on 
request, to other parties who may be interested in the particular 
10 
bill. 
Each bill is first referred to the Rules Committee for 
11 
assignment to a committee OT committees. The nature of a bill 
may require it be referred to several committees before it is 
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repo rted out to the full session of either chamber of the legislature. 
Most of the legislative committees are joint standing 
committees, and are normally composed of four senators a nd 
12 
eleven representatives. 
Probably the most important committee from the perspective 
of the Boston Gas Company is the Joint Committee on Power and 
Light. Nearly every bill concerning gas, or gas utilities is 
referred to this committee. 
10 . Ibid., p . 25. 
11. Ibid. , p. 23. 
12 . Ibid., p. 50. 
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Depending upon their nature, bills concerning gas utilities or 
utilities in general are not infrequently referred to the following 
committees: 
Ways and Means 
Public Affairs 
Taxation 
Public Health 
Public Safety 
Legal Affairs 
Effective Opinion Sources. Although any citizen of Massa-
chusetts may petition for legislation effecting the Boston Gas Company 
or other utilities, it would certainly be unreasonable to expect just 
any citizen to introduce such a petition. A petitioner can reasonably 
be expected to have an interest in the area to which his proposal 
relates. 
Most citizens' petitions regarding state regulation of the gas 
utilities would probably originate with those who are gas consumers. 
Thus, the consumer, not the entire populace of the state, is generally 
the pertinent public, or opinion source. 
Granted, citizens other than gas consumers may petition for 
legislation effecting all public utilities, or business in general, but 
other companies' consumers cannot be the direct concern of a 
single company. Such cases must be dealt with in the legislature, 
but cannot be practically handled in a single company's consumer 
relations program. 
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Inside the legislature, the real power of policy formation is 
vested in the committee or c ommittees to which the bill is referred. 
F or the purposes of this s tudy, it would be most effective to analyse 
the major opinion sources of the committee. 
The author interviewed two senators and two representatives 
from the Joint Committee on Power and Light. He did not intend 
those interviewed to be representative of the committee, or of other 
committees to which a bill effecting the Boston Gas Company might 
be referred. He did, however, feel that his findings tended to give 
an indication of what factors legislators consider when judging var-
ious pieces of legislation dealing with public utilities . 
All four of the respondents said they considered the consumers. 
This consideration varied from anticipating the effect upon c onsumers,. 
to opinion of consumers regarding the particular bill in question. 
Three respondents mentioned that they c onsidered what the 
newspapers had to say about the bill. Two of the legislators, how-
ever, were not so much interested in the newspapers' viewpoints per 
se, as they were in its effect upon consumer opinion. The other 
respondent viewed the newspapers as a reflection of consumer 
opinion. The findings with regard to newspapers seem to be 
13 
supported in Massachusetts State Government. 
Newspaper pressure is a little bard to assess 
in its effect on legislatiOn. Partisan slants in the 
daily press are very much discounted by individual 
legislators. On the other hand, when newspaper 
support or opposition succeeds in stirring up public 
opinion , the effect is immediate. 
Other factors considered by the individual legislators in 
evaluating proposed legislation were: the recommendations of the 
Department of Public Utilities representative at the committee 
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hearing; their political party's position; and the effect of the pending 
legislation upon the industry or business concerned. One repre-
sentative chastised business for not expressing itself in legis lative 
matters effecting it. This was rather surprising in view of the fact 
that he appeared to be quite a liberal Democra t. The same represent-
ative did state, however, that among the business concerns, the 
public utilities had done the best job of expressing their positions to 
the committee members. In the opinion of the author, legislators 
not only tend to consider the utilities' positions , but also m i ght 
13. Ibid., p. 57. 
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consider the positions of allied businesses, such as suppliers. 
The foregoing factors are supplemented and supported by 
John W. Hill who points out the methods of opinion expression which 
14 
carry most weight with Congressmen. 
1. A personal visit or call from an old friend who 
can be expected to know something about the 
issue. 
Z. A letter from a businessman from within the 
congressional district on business stationary. 
The writer, of course, must show a know-
ledge of the subject. 
3. An uncanned letter or post card from any con-
stituent. 
4. Any other kind of communication. 
5. Newspapers from the home district. 
The General Court itself is a highly important public to the 
Boston Gas Company. This law-making body, in turn, has its 
own group of publics; the all inclusive one being the voters, of 
course. Voters attempt to interpret themsleves to the legislators, 
and the legislators to the voters. 
14. John W. Hill, Corporate Public Relations (New York: 
Harper and Brothers, Publishers, 1958), pp. 109-111. 
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In summation, the major opinion sources affecting the General 
Court in regulatory matters are: 
l. Consumers 
2. Utilities 
3. Mass Media 
4. The Department of Public Utilities 
5. Allied business 
6. Political parties 
THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC UTILITIES• ROLE IN THE 
FORMATION OF POLICIES, REGULATIONS, AND RULES. 
Historical Note. The present Department of Public Utilities 
(DPU) evolved from a series of earlier forms of regulatory boards. 
In 1885, the Board of Gas Commissioners was created to regulate 
gas utilities in the Commonwealth. The Board of Railroad 
Commissioners and the Board of Gas and Electric Light Commission-
iS 
ers merged in 1919 to become the present DPU. 
Organization and Functions. The department, as one of the 
twenty executive departments of the Commonwealth, is now large 
and complex. It employs well over 100 staff members, including 
16 
investigators, accountants, engineers, and clerical workers. 
15. League of Women Voters, op. cit., pp. 261 and 263. 
16. Ibid. , pp. 78 and 263. 
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The DPU is headed by a five-member commission appointed 
by the Governor with consent of the Executive Council. The Chair-
man is designated by the Governor, and is the chief executive of the 
department. Commissioners have overlapping terms of five years 
each , and no more than three may be from the same political party. 
The functions of the department are administrative, judicial, 
and legislative in nature. It administers the laws of the General 
Court regarding public utilities and common carriers . Its juris-
diction covers nearly all major services "upon which the life of the 
18 
modern community depends. 11 
What appears to be the crux of the DPU's duty was pointed 
out in a decision of the Commissioners involving a Boston Edison 
Company rate change case. The Commission Order called attention 
17 
t o the "divergence of interest" between company profits and customer 
19 
service which it had to reconcile as best it could. 
17. Ibid. , p. 78. 
18. Ibid. , p. 261. 
19. Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities, Order No. 
12319 (unpublished hearing and investigation of Boston Edison 
Company rate change, 1957), p. 10. 
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Under the law, the department is responsible for: control of 
capitalization of utilities, including control of issuance and sale of 
stocks and bonds; establishment of a uniform system of accounts; 
approval of rate schedules; control of all agreements of operating 
companies for the supply of gas and electricity; control of consolida-
tions and mergers of companies; control of the loan of funds by com-
panies; meter inspection; proper standards of quality of service; and 
20 
various safety factors. 
In 1954, the department's staff checked a total of 196, 811 
meters; investigated 6561 complaints relating to charges, rates, and 
quality of service; and investigated 825 accidents involving public utili -
21 
ties in the Commonwealth. 
Judicially, the commission rules on the quality of service; 
stock issues; and rate schedules. Public hearings are not automatic, 
but they generally accompany a change in rates . The Commission, 
in practice, investigates and holds a hearing on its own motion 
when an increase of rates is petitioned. The company 
20. Abraham C . Webber , Principles of Public Utility Regu-
lation with Special Reference ~Massachusetts Practice (Washington, 
D. C.: Public Utility Reports, Inc., 1941), p. 222. 
21. Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities, Thirty-sixt~ 
Annual Report of the Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities 
for the Fiscal Yea"?Ending June~· 1955, Unpublished, pp. 34 and 35. 
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involved may appeal any decision of the department's divisions, and 
a hearing will be scheduled. Twenty consumers, or a mayor, or 
22 
the selectmen of a community may also petition for a public hearing. 
These hearings are presided over by the commissioners, 
23 
either singly or as a group . According to the commissioners whom 
the author interviewed, a large majority of the hearings concern rate 
matters. In 1954, the DPU held 1373 informal conferences , and 
24 
fourteen formal hearings regarding rate matters. 
At the hearings each party ••• the consumer, the company, 
and DPU officials ••• is given an opportunity to testify. Notices of 
the hearings are sent to the senators, representatives, selectmen 
and mayors of the locality involved in the case. Often state repre-
sentati ves or senators are present to make an appeal on behalf of 
their constituents. Very seldom, according to the commissioners, 
and staff members, is any weight given to the legislators' pre-
sentations, since their arguements are generally void of pertinent 
22 . League of Women Voters, .2£>· cit., p. 6 7. 
23 . Ibid., p. 263 . 
24 . Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities, Thirty-
sixth Annual Report, op. cit. , p. 24. 
' 
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facts. The presentations are merely ''for the record,'' and are 
looked upon as 11 good politics. 1 1 
The company may call its own witnesses to testify on its 
behalf. The department often calls in experts on the matter under 
consideration. These experts are generally economic counselors 
with broad experience in the public utility field. In addition to its 
own experts the company also calls in these outside experts on 
occasion. 
The DPU does no t set rates. It may approve the schedules 
25 
submitted by a company, or make changes in accord with its findings. 
Final decisions of the department may be appealed to the Supreme 
26 
Judicial Court. 
Activities and functions of the department are also legis-
lative or quasi-legislative in nature . Robert Segal, writing for the 
Boston University Law Review, points out the legislative powers of 
27 
government agencies. 
25. League of Women Voters, op. cit. , p. 26 7. 
26. Robert M. Segal, 11Administrative Procedure in Mass-
achusetts: Rule Making and Judicial Review, 11 Boston University Law 
Review, Vol. XXXIII, No. 1 (January, 1953), p . 4. 
27. Ibid., p. 22. 
One of the most important powers of an admin-
istrative agency is to make rules and regulations 
which have the force of legislative acts. Often the 
agencies fill out the bare skeleton of legislative fiat 
with their own rules and regulations. And in turn 
violators of these rules are subject to loss of 
licences in their business or profession, or sometimes 
even criminal penalties. 
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The DPU is empowered to establish procedural rules which 
govern the practices and procedures in hearings and other pro-
ceedings. It must, however 1 hold a public hearing on the proposed 
rules before putting them in force. Such rules are also subject to 
28 
the approval of the Governor and the Council. 
Decisions regarding the cases heard are known as DPU 
"Orders." These are generally quasi-legislative in nature. Orders 
become the rules and regulations of the DPU, and cover matters 
not covered specifically by statutes. 
The department also makes various rules governing minor 
procedures and activities. Many of the suggestions for these rules 
come from staff members, according to the commissioners and 
staff members the author interviewed. Several of the staff members 
thought some of the suggestions may have even originated from 
company engineers and other representatives. 
28. Ibid. I p. 6. 
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lnflue_nce upon Legislature . Each year the DPU formally rec-
ommends legislation to the Gene-ral Court. Most of these proposals 
are administrative as opposed to policy recommendations. The 
department ' s petitions carry much weight in the legislature. In 1958, 
for example, three of the four bills recommended by June were re-
ported out of their respective committees favorably, and were e v en-
tually enacted according to Chairman David M . Brackman. He stated 
that this was not an unusually high percentage of approval for depart-
me nt recommendations. 
The following are examples of the types of legislation recom-
mended by the DPU: repeal of photometric requirement for gas 
supply; clarification of procedure on appeal; and appointment of 
Motor Vehicle Inspectors as Certified Weighers. 
29 
Staff members of the department are frequently asked to 
testify before the various legislative committees. F rom speaking 
with four members of the Joint Committee on Power and Light, the 
author surmised that the junior members of the committees tended 
to depend upon the testimony of the DPU representatives to a greater 
extent than the more senior members of the committee. T he reason 
29. Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities, Thirty-
sixth Annual Report, op. cit. , p. 5. 
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seemed to be that public utility regulation is very complex, and until 
the individual legislator becomes relatively familiar with regulatory 
practices and policies, he relies heavily upon the expert opinion o f 
those closest to the subject, and yet, whom he considers relatively 
unbiased. 
Effective Opinion Sources. As Wilcox emphasizes, an ad-
ministrative agency is in a difficult position. If it it is too vigorous 
30 
in carrying out its mission, "its very existence may be jeopardized." 
Such agencies are created and given their power and appropriation 
by the state legislature. They are a favorite target of politicians of 
both parties, because the agency's decisions effect both business, 
and the legislators' other constituents . One of the DPU's publics, 
then , is the General Court of Massachusetts. In its activities, it 
must strike a balance which will not incur the wrath of too many of 
the legislators. The autho r envisions the General Court's influence 
on the DPU as being manifested in a general way which tends to 
temper the department's activity. "Influence," in this case, doesn't 
pertain to specific legislative acts. 
30. Clair Wilcox, Public Policies toward Business (Chicago: 
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1955), p. Z59 . 
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The consumers may also be viewed as a public of the de-
partment. Regarding the DPU, consumer opinion and attitude work 
in two ways. Although the consumer has little or no direct power 
per se to influence DPU decisions, be can turn to his representative 
or senator in an effort to chastise the department with tb.e power of 
the legislature if he is dissatisfied with the department's decisions 
or work. 
Probably the most important factor regarding the consumer 
as a public is not the effect of his opinion or attitude per se upon the 
DPU, but b.is attitude as expressed by action involving the govern-
mental machinery provided by the DPU, i. e. , a petition for a public 
bearing, and in rate cases, a suspension of the new rate schedule 
for a period of months. 
The power of the consumers is well illustrated in the Malden-
Melrose Gas Light Company Case beard before the DPU in 1948. In 
March the company had received approval of a new rate schedule 
from the department. However, in June, when housewives received 
their bills for May, the consumers clamored for a public hearing. 
Local officials from six towns in the area served by Malden-Melrose 
69 
31 
Gas petitioned for a hearing. 
Three-hundred angry housewives attended the first session, 
which had to be moved from the regular hearing room to an audi-
torium in order to make room for everyOJle. Consumers said that 
they had been told that their rates would g o up 20%, but not 70% as 
32 
some claimed. (Investigation showed that the rates had increased 
33 
as much as 40. 5% in several cases.) 
The company officials, especially the president, Thomas 
Dignan, found it difficult to explain why the company continued to 
34 
manufacture coal gas when it was cheaper to produce water gas . 
(Actually, in the long run it would have been uneconomical to halt 
35 
the company's coal g as operation.) The company also had trouble 
explaining why gas cost domestic consumers in Melrose 85f per 
31. News items i n Boston Globe, June 2, 10, and 30, 1948. 
32. Ibid. 
33. Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities, Records 
of the Department of Public Utilities (unpublished), Vol. 49, 
P.TI518. -
34. News item in B oston Globe, June 29, 1948. 
35. Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities, Records 
of the Department of Public Utilities, op. cit., p. 37511. 
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1000 cubic feet, when the company was selling to another gas company 
36 
in Lynn for 4 5. 5¢ per 1000 cubic feet. (The company was selling 
to the Lynn concern at the volume rate which is cheaper because of 
37 
the reduced distribution costs.) 
President Dignan seemed woefully uninformed of the facts 
regarding his company's operations and finances during the early 
sessions of the hearing. He had to consult other company officials 
so frequently that it caused the attorney for the consumers to ask, 
"Is there anything about your company which you can answer of your 
38 
own knowledge?" 
Boston newspapers followed the hearing closely. Stories 
appeared no less than nine times in the Boston Globe alone. Three 
stories, most uncomplimentary to the gas company, appeared on the 
front page. The tone of the articles in general was anything but good 
39 
publicity for the company. 
36. News item in Boston Globe, June 30, 1948. 
3 7. Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities, Records 
of the Department of Public Utilities, op. cit., p . 37514. 
38. News itmes in Boston Globe, June 29, and 30, 1948. 
39. See news items in Bosto n Globe , June 2, 10, 29, 30; 
September 8, 9, 10, and 29, 1948. 
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The DPU decision claimed that the company was justified 
in maintaining a coal gas operation, but ordered it to revise its 
domestic rates, because the domestic consumers had been bur-
dened with the brunt of the rate increase. All other complaints 
. th d" . d 40 agatnst e gas company were 1sm1sse • 
The damage to the Malden-Me lrose had been done, how-
ever. Not only had the hearing cost the company time and money, 
but it had blackened the company's name before the entire state . 
It later changed its name to the Mystic Valley Gas Company. As 
the decision of the DPU indicated, the company was entitled to an 
increase, but had put the burden on domestic consumers who could 
least afford it, and who had the power to expose the company in an 
unfavorable light. Secondly, the gas company president was ob-
viously inadequately prepared to testify at the hearing. His in-
ability to answer questions which the public felt he should be able 
to answer not only shook the confidence of the domestic consumers 
in his executive ability, but probably made commercial and in-
dustrial consumers suspicious, as well. The author feels that 
40. Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities, Records 
~the Department~ Public Utilities, ~· cit. , p. 37511. 
the Malden-Melrose Gas Light Company was indeed guilty of 
poor public relations judgement in this case. 
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Although a case of the significance of the Malden-Melrose 
hearing is infrequent, it is an excellent example of the power of 
the consumer regarding public utility regulation. 
More frequently, the consumer uses his power in individual 
complaints to the DPU about the rates or service of the utility 
which serves him. The DPU investigates many of these com-
plaints and files the written ones with records of pertinent hear-
ings. Often these complaints are absurd, but they do tend to 
reflect consumer attitude at least in part. 
For instance, one man, who was obviously misinformed 
and confused, charged the DPU as being "money greedy' ' when one 
gas company was petitioning for a rate change. Another man 
complained that a particular gas company's employees were 
grossly inefficient and loafed on the job. He felt this added to 
his gas bill. If his observations were correct, it probably would 
be responsible for higher rates than if the workers were efficient. 
Other letters praise the companies for their good service. 
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Undoubtedly, many of these complaints influence to some 
degree the attitudes of the DPU Commissioners and staff toward 
the respective utilities. 
As pointed out earlier in the chapter, the DPU must balance 
considerations of consumer service and company profit. If a 
public utility is dissatisfied with a department decision, or policy, 
it may also take its case to the representatives or senators in 
the General Court, or appeal a specific case to the Supreme 
Judicial Court. 
As indicated in the Malden-Melrose case, local officials 
can serve to crystalize consumer opinion. The author prefers 
to include these officials with the consumer opinion source in 
this case, however. 
The direct influence of the mass media upon the DPU is 
probably slight. The press probably does, however, affect the 
department indirectly via the consumer and/ or the General Court. 
Also, the press may have some effect in the formation of staff 
and Commissioner attitudes in a given situation or about a par-
ticular company. 
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As discussed, the major opinion sources affecting the 
DPU are: 
1. The General Court 
2. Consumers 
3. Public Utilities 
THE ROLE OF THE MASSACHUSETTS COURTS 
The author recognizes that the courts are not readily 
assessable as a public. However, the Massachusetts courts, 
as those of other states, are part of the governmental process 
dealing with public utility regulation, and are certainly a 
source of opinion effecting government policy since they must 
rule on its constitutionality, or legality. Therefore, the author 
feels that they should be given at least brief mention in this 
thesis. 
Any final decision of the DPU may be appealed by either 
party to the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts. That 
court has jurisdiction in equity to modify, amend, or annul 
any ruling of the commissioners. It may review facts indepen -
dently, and even hear new evidence in such cases. Where the 
case does not involve equity, however, the court may not question 
41 
the facts of the case as presented by the DPU record. 
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As in DPU hearings, the court case, more specifically, the 
reporting of such by the press, may have considerable affect upon 
the opinion of the consumer. 
Decisions of the court are probably not effected by the con-
sumers' opinion on any particular situation. As can be seen in 
Chapter I of this thesis, however, the attitude of courts changes 
from time to time regarding the policies of public utility regulation. 
In the opinion of the author, this change of attitude reflects the pre-
vailing attitude of the consumers over a period as expressed through 
the legislature and mass media. 
If the author is correct, there is certainly an opportunity for 
success in a long range public relations program aimed at the courts. 
To influence consumer attitude to such an extent as to effect court 
decisions on broad policy, however, is more than enough work for a 
single public utility. The author feels that the defense of the broader 
tenets under which the public utility now operates must be a con-
41. Segal,~ cit., pp. 19, 21, and 22. 
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certed effort coordinated by such organizations as the New England 
Gas Association and the American Gas Association. For instance, 
the c o ncept tbat utilities should be privately owned and operated, as 
opposed to government owned and operated, can be defended more 
successfully be all utilities within the state or nation than by just 
one or two utilities. 
ROLE OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
Cities in Massachusetts are governed by a mayor and a city 
council; towns by the boards of selectmen. Two factors regarding 
local government and the public utility warrant mention in this sec-
tion. One is that local officials must. in most cases, grant approval 
before a public utility may construct its facilities within the particu-
lar town in question. The second is that mayors of cities and select-
men of towns may petition the DPU for a public bearing concerning 
issues within tbe jurisdiction of that department. 
The opinion sources in tbe case oflocal government would be 
the populace, including consumers; the local mass media; and the 
public utility. Tbe mass media are botb an opinion source and a 
conveyor of others 1 opinions. 
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The citizens in general, not merely the consumers, are a 
public in this case because the construction of a particular facility 
may effect or be thought to effect even those who are not consumers. 
For instance, in the Braintree case mentioned in Chapter II, the 
populace believed that the location of a gas storage tank in town 
would constitute a safety hazard to those in the vicinity of the tank. 
(Actually, the danger of the tank exploding was extremely remote, 
although the gas company was unable to persuade the citizens of 
Braintree that such was the case.) The public in such a case could 
probably be further analyzed to show that those who objected most 
vigorously to the company plan lived in the vicinity of the proposed 
storage tank location. 
ADDITIONAL LEGISLATIVE RIGHTS OF MASSACHUSETTS CITIZENS 
Citizens of Massachusetts have the rights of popular initia-
42 
tive and referendum. They also have the right to petition in aid 
43 
or remonstrance against a bill presented to the General Court. 
42. John w. Plaisted, Legislative Procedure in the General 
Court~ Massachusetts (Boston: Wright and Potter Printing Company, 
1948), p. 63. 
43. Ibid., p. 19. 
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Although these devices are seldom used, they are available to the 
people should they need or want them. 
These devices would probably be put into use only if the citi-
zens felt their representatives in the General Court were no longer 
representing their best interests. Both popular initiative and popular 
referendum require a great many petitioners before the bill can even 
be submitted to the voters. Referendum requires 15,000 signatures, 
and initiative fr om 20,000 to 25,000, depending upon whether the 
issue is legislative or constitutional. No more than one-quarter of 
h . f 44 t ese stgnatures may come rom any one county. 
Although the chances of these legislative devices ever being 
used to effect a public utility are extremely remote, their mere 
existence is another reason why the public utility should be careful to 
maintain good customer and mass media relations. 
INTERACTION OF PUBLICS AND OPINION SOURCES ••• A SUMMARY 
In reviewing the chapter thus far, the reader will notice that 
44. Ibid., pp. 66 , 68, and 72. 
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the government organs considered as publics of the utility interact 
formally as provided by state statute. These organs, the Supreme 
Judicial Court; the Governor; and local governments, largely because 
of their statutory relationships, also interact informally or in a non-
statutory way. In both statutory and non-statutory interaction there 
generally arises an opportunity for reciprocal influence of policy 
and actions. 
As an example of this reciprocal influence, the reader is in-
vited to review the sections regarding the General Court and the DPU. 
Possessing the power to give or to take away, the General Court 
exerts power formally as a body passing or rejecting legislation, 
and informally by the threats of individual members or groups of 
members. Many times this informal influence is tacit. The DPU, 
in turn, exerts a formal influence upon the General Court by recom-
mending legislation as provided by law. It also exerts an informal 
influence through the testimony of staff members at hearings, and 
through informal conversation with individual legislators. 
To varying degrees this interaction among the government 
organs renders each one an opinion source for the others. The 
opinion of a staff member of the DPU may conceivably run the entire 
gamut of government organs involved in the regulation of business. 
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The non-government publics or opinion sources ••• the con-
sumer, the mass media, business and the political leaders ••• also 
appear to influence one another to varying degrees through their 
interaction. The prime example of a non-governmental opinion 
source interacting and influencing those with whom it interacts is the 
consumer. The consumers' influence will be discus s ed later in this 
discourse. 
As was indicated earlier in the chapter, these non-government 
publics also affect, and even effect in some cases, the formulations 
of government policy, rules, reg ulations, and action. Tog ether, 
the opinion sources inside and outside government account for the 
nature of business regulation. Because of the interaction between 
the two classifications of opinion sources, the influence of a source 
outside government can affect government policy. The result of 
this penetration may be anything from an "understanding" to a law 
regarding policy of utility regulation. 
Since the utility must effect favorable and beneficial relations 
with the various organs of government, the author feels that it is en-
tirely plausible to affect the government organs through the opinion 
sources of those organs. 
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It should be kept in mind, however, that in many cases the 
opinion source through which the public utility may appropriately 
work is but a fractional opinion source of the government organ. For 
example, many bills which might effect a gas utility would also effect 
electric utilities. The legislators consider the attitudes and opinions 
of both the gas and electric utilities, and their consumers. The gas 
consumers, therefore, do not constitute the entire opinion source 
affecting the decision of the General Court. 
The two major concerns of government in public utility regu-
lation appear to be the consumer and the utility itself. Assuming 
that the utility is not lax in presenting its own case to the government, 
the consumer becomes the most important source of opinion the 
utility's government relations program must effect. The consumer 
posses to varying degrees both the statutory and non-statutory in-
fluence to manifest his opinions and attitudes upon nearly every 
opinion source discussed in this writing. His influence is both direct 
and indirect. 
As a citizen, he has both formal and informal influence upon 
the General Court. As a consumer, he also has both types of influ-
ence with the DPU. He has the right, both as a citizen and a consumer, 
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to appeal to the state courts . His informal influence upon the attitude 
of the courts is remote, but probably effective over a considerable 
period . Again as a citizen and voter , the c onsumer has definite in-
fluence wi th his lo cal government. As a voter, he also possesses 
influence over the state political leaders and the Governor. 
As a member of the populace, he may also have the oppor-
tunity to voice his will via the mass media, either directly as in a 
letter to the editor, or indirectly, such as the subject of a news 
article regarding a public hearing. 
In addition to directly affecting or effecting the organs of gov-
ernment, the consumer attitude and opinion has an indirect affect 
upon the various divisions of government. Once a particular consumer 
attitude manifests itself as an influence upon an organ of government, 
that organ, through formal and informal influence, may impart the 
con sumer attitude, as part of i t s own attitud e, t o ot her organs of 
government. 
I£ all other opinion sources of government, including those 
both inside and outside government, reflected only utility or consumer 
consensus, the utility's government relations task would be much 
simpler. It could concentrate upo n affecting its consumers and pre-
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senting its own case to the exclusion of the spurious factors. The 
fact is that other opinion sources, such as the press and government 
officials may appear to reflect the two major opinion sources, but 
the mirrored image may well be an imperfect and/or incomplete one. 
That is, other opinion sources may suppose they are mirroring one of 
the basic sources, but in actuality, only reflecting a particular faction 
of that basic source. In other cases, the media or government 
official may not reflect either of the basic s ources, but merely repre-
sent its own opinions as a reflection. 
Furthermore, there appears to be other basic and/or signifi -
cant sources of opinion in addition to the consumer and the utility 
which affect government policy. The general public, as demonstrated 
in the Braintree case, can be a basic and significant opinion source 
at times. Carrying the reflection theme a step further, it is cer -
tainl y conceirable that an editor or government official by combining 
his own experience and the opinions of both the consumer and the 
utility, may emerge with an opinion on regulation which is more or 
less foreign to both the consumer and the utility positions. Thus , 
this combination of opinions may well yield another significant opinion 
source. This phenomenon would seem to be particularly applicable 
to politicians , the DPU, and the courts, all of which are inclined to 
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weigh the sides of an issue in a conflict. 
Whether basic or not, the mass media, especially the press, 
is a rather important opinion source. For one thing, some legisla-
tors would seem to regard a newspaper's position as a reflection of 
consumer interest. Most legislators seem to feel that the press can 
stimulate consumer opinion to the forefront. In either case, the 
press would seem to have an influence, either direct or indirect, upon 
those formulating business regulation. 
Cranks, reformers, and opportunists, as citizens of the state, 
are given voice by the right of legislative petition. Although excep-
tionally small in number, these people do constitute sources of 
opinion which are sometimes actively dangerous to utility interest. 
Related to, yet distinguishable from opinions, as factors con-
sidered by government officials in deciding regulatory issues, are 
the effects upon business, the consumer and the general public. Al-
though these effects or potential effects are often recognized by gov-
ernment only after being brought to light by an opinion source, they 
are factors which are frequently considered. When effect is con-
sidered, the attitude or opinion of the source effected, especially if 
adversely effected, would appear to carry much weight. 
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In summary, there are two major basic opinion sources 
affecting governmental policy regarding public utilities; the consumet; 
and the utility itself. 
There are, however, opinion sources of less, but still signifi-
cant importance depending upon the particular circumstances sur-
rounding the issue at stake. These are: the mass media; the general 
public; government officials on nearly every level, including politi-
cians; and business in general, including concerns more or less de-
pendent upon the gas industry. 
In addition, there is the Supreme Judical Court, whose influ-
ence upon regulation is formal and statutory, and appears to depend 
to varying degrees upon the social and political climate of the times. 
Finally, there is the factor of the effect upon the consumer, 
business, and the general public which is frequently considered by 
government in the formation of regulatory policy. 
CHAPTER IV 
EVALUATION OF BOSTON GAS COMPANY'S GOVERNMENT 
RELATIONS ACTIVITIES 
As the two major basic opinion sources of government 
organs dealing with the regulation of business, the consumer and 
the utility should naturally also be the major bases for any cri-
teria established to judge the merits of a utility• s government 
relations activities. In addition to these two, there are, of course, 
other opinion sources which must be considered in formulating 
a criteria. 
CRITERIA 
Certainly a utility which hopes to be successful in its re-
lations with government must have a broad consumer relations 
program. Such a program must be predicated upon a genuine re-
gard for the interests of the consumer. In a sense, the utility 
should beat the regulatory organ to the punch by taking the inter-
ests of the consumer into account in its operating policy. Not 
only must the utility be genuinely interested in the welfare of its 
consumers, but it must convince the consumer of such. 
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The results of any company's consumer relations program 
would seem to depend to a large degree upon the employees who 
come in contact with the consumers. A disgruntled and discour-
teous employee can hardly be expected to represent the company 
in a favorable light. For this reason, both consumer relations 
training for employees, and favorable employee relations are 
necessary to sound consumer relations. 
As pointed out in the previous chapter. the consumers of 
a single utility do not comprise the entire consumer opinion source 
of the General Court, or for that matter. the DPU. It is for this 
reason that the author maintains that any attempt to a ffect general 
legislation through public relations techniques should include a 
joint effort of all the utilities which might be effected by the pro-
posal. Individual utilities should cooperate fully with organiza-
tions such as the New England Gas Association and the American 
Gas Association in developing strong consumer relations programs 
among all utilities. 
Utilities must demonstrate their interest in the consumers• 
welfare to the appropriate government organ or organs. The 
adverse effects of legislation or possible DPU decisions upon the 
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consumer can generally be indicated in cases where the proposal 
means an added expense to the company. In order to mitigate the 
active hostility of vote- seeking politicians, the utility should be 
prepared to demonstrate that the consumers are pleased, or at 
least, not displeased with the company's service. The consumers 
cannot be expected to express their approval of the company's 
service at the exact time it is most needed. Results of current 
opinion surveys, and collections of favorable letters could be a 
great help in this regard. 
Business, as the other major opinion source of regulatory 
organs, must not be reluctant to take its own case before these 
organs. Although the utility has a responsibility to the consumers 
and the public, it also has a responsibility to itself and to its 
stockholders. The utility has the right to make a profit. Sometimes 
government officials and consumers forget this fact. In such cases, 
the company must put its case squarely before these publics. In 
dire cases , the utility may have need of the influence of its stock-
holders as suggested later in this chapter. Also, the support of 
suppliers and dealers may be of value in such ex treme cases. 
Although good consumer relations are essential, they cannot 
be expected to solve administrative problems between the DPU and 
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the utility. The power of the DPU to make harrassing administra-
tive rules and regulations must often be dealt with by the utility 
directly. The utility must create an atmosphere of informal co-
operation through the civility and demonstrated cooperation of 
its engineers, rate men, lawyers and other employees who deal 
with the DPU officials. In other words, amiable inter-personal 
relations must be maintained. 
From time to time, opportunists, reformers, and peren-
nial cranks introduce legislation which may be harmful to the 
utility, and often indirectly to the consumer. At all times, the 
utility must be aware of such threats by keeping close watch on 
the bills introduced into the General Court. In other cases, bills 
are introduced which are not expressly directed at the utility, but 
which would effect it if enacted. The utility must be prepared to 
meet these situations by assembling all the pertinent facts, and 
opinions necessary to a defense of its position. 
In order to deal effectively with local governments, the 
utility must have a sound community relations program. In 
order to resolve specific problems with local officials, it is es-
sential to start with a base of favorable relations with the populace 
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of that locality. Also, favorable community relations tend to re-
inforce consumer relations by giving an indication of the utility's 
additional interest in the local affairs of the consumers. An active 
part in community affairs also allows the company an opportunity 
to detect situations or developments which might effect the com-
pany's operations in the locality. Although it is not always pos-
sible, specific problems should be anticipated or detected well 
enough in advance to prepare the company's case adequatel y with 
regard to public relations activities. 
Because of their informational value, and their stimulating 
effect, and because they are thought by some government officials 
to reflect opinion and attitude, the mass media are important to 
favorable consumer, community and government relations. 
In brief, the criteria for the evaluation of the Boston Gas 
Company's government relations activities are as follows: 
1. broad consumer Eelations program; 
2. demonstration of consumer interest; 
3. readiness to present its own case; 
4. favorable inter-personal relations with government 
officials; 
5. ever-watchful eye on the General Court; 
6. favorable mass media relations ; and 
7. sound community relations program. 
EVALUATION 
The following evaluation is based upon the above c r iteria, 
which the author considers necessary to an effective government 
relations program. The criteria are based upon the analyses in 
the third chapter. The reader should bear in mind that public 
relations activities of the gas company not considered essential 
under the above criteria, are not necessarily con sidered super-
fluous to the total public relations program of the company. 
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Consumer Relations Program. The extent of the c ompany's 
consumer relations program is a potent indication that Boston Gas 
possesses a genuine regard for the interests of the c onsumer. 
Concern over service to the consumer seems to have permeated 
the company. 
Its policy of employee selection is particularly conducive 
to good consumer relations. The training program in the art of 
dealing with consumers given all employees concerned is a big 
step toward excellent relations. The organization of the c ustomer 
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service department enabling it to service customers in a matter of 
minutes via -radio equipped service trucks is particularly laudable. 
The company's policy of informing the consumers of company 
plans and operations of interest to the consumer through both monthly 
inserts and special letters is excellent. Communications to the 
consumer prior to, during, and after rate changes are especially 
heartening. 
The continuous survey designed to discern consumer opinion 
and attitude is a splendid consumer relations activity. It should not 
only be a good "feedback" device, but also indicate to the consumers 
that the company really cares how they feel. The survey might also 
be used to demonstrate interest in the consumer and consumer appro-
val to government. The writer does not feel, however, that the sur-
vey technique used is refined enough to give valid indication of 
slight shifts in consumer attitude or opinion which might later prove 
to be significant. The survey agency itself admits that its sample is 
probably not representative. 
Boston Gas's employee relations are adequately favorable for 
government relations purposes. Its labor turnover of a maximum of 
two per cent per year is surely indicative of relative satisfied employ-
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ees. The company's favorable relations with organized labor also 
tend to enhance employee relations. 
Keeping the employees informed of company business and 
operations through letters, notices, tabloids , films, and meetings 
contributes not only to better employee relations, but also abets the 
consumer relations program. This is especially true with regard to 
rate changes of which the employee is thoroughly informed in advance. 
Although minor in an evaluation of the company's entire gov-
ernment relations efforts, but more important in viewing the em-
ployee relations program by itself, the shortcomings of "Gas Lines" 
and the " Annual Report to Employees'' are regrettable. The writer 
feels the content of the employee tabloid is good, but the layout of the 
publication is, in general, so poor that he doubts seriously if the com-
pany is getting all the readership mileage out of the tabloid that is 
possible. In addition , the pictures of large groups are so small that 
it i s nearly impossible to recognize individuals. Although the annual 
report is reasonably readable, its layout is unattractive. Also, the 
author feels the report concerning company operations for the year 
is too br i ef. 
The company's relations with labor seem particularly favor-
D 
II 
II 
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able for good government relations. The fact that only one labor 
dispute in the last twenty years has reached arbitration is a strong 
indication of favorable labor and personnel relations . The Labor-
management Committee seems to have engendered a spirit of co-
operation. The company's concurrence with the union in opposing 
the legislature's cash-sickness plan should be conducive to further 
cooperation, especially in the field of government relations. 
The gas company is a member of both the New England Gas 
Association and the American Gas Association. According to 
Mr. Ingram, the company participates and cooperates fully in vir-
tually every activity sponsored by the two groups, including consumer 
relations activities. 
Demonstration of Consumer Interest. Boston Gas is not only 
aware of this particular criterion, but, in general, it appears to be 
doing an adequate job of demonstrating to appropriate government 
organs that the consumer interest is being served. To the members 
of the legislature, Mr. Farnsworth stresses the potential effect upon 
consumers of proposals under consideration. The DPU records show 
that the company's attorneys generally point out the potential effects 
upon the consumer of the issue under consideration. 
i 
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In the two DPU cases involving the location of gas company 
facilities in the town of Weston, however, the author felt that the 
company attorneys might have laid more stress upon the benefits to 
the consumer. Both decisions were in favor of the company. How-
ever, should the complexion of the DPU Commission change so as to 
reflect even more interest in the welfare of the consumers, the author 
feels the same cases would requi re more expression of consumer 
interest by the company's attorneys. 
In specific cases, such as rate changes and majo r appliance 
adjustment operations, the company does an excellent job of informirg 
legislators, mass media, and the leaders of local government about 
the nature of the occasion and its effects upon the consumer. The 
company does, however, seem lax in publicizing the continuing activi-
ties which are of service or benefit t o the consumers . 
Presenting the Utility's Own Case. In addition to demon -
strating that it takes an i nterest in the welfar e of its consumers, the 
company is not lax in bringing its ow n case before the government . 
Mr . Farnsworth stated that when he is talking before legislative com-
mittees or with individual legislators, he is seldom reluctant to in-
dicate what effect a particular proposal might have upon the company. 
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He added that the only time be might feel reluctant about expressing 
the company's stand or attitude toward a bill is in some labor matters. 
The author believes the company policy on not expressing an 
official opinion on some labor bills is a wise one from the public 
relations viewpoint. As Mr. Farnsworth stated, it might put the 
company at odds with its own local union. 
Eastern Gas and Fuel's stockholder relations program exudes 
many indications of being highly successful. If a legislative proposal 
threatened the financial welfare of Boston Gas, the second largest 
revenue producer of the corporation, the author feels that stock-
holder aid could be enlisted. 
The author could uncover no evidence that Eastern's stock-
holders had ever been solicited for aid in conjunction with the gas 
company's government relations. Perhaps the company has never 
felt a need for such aid. Suggested means of using the stockholders 
are covered in the author's recommendations. 
The gas company's dealer and manufacturer relations appear 
to be good. The company's promotional aids, communications, and 
conferences should indicate a healthy relationship here. 
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The author assumed that since Eastern Gas and Fuel owns 
37o/o of the Algonquin Gas Transmission Company, Boston Gas Com-
pany's relations with its supplier are satisfactory from the stand-
point of government relations. 
It appears that the gas company's relations with allied business 
concerns are satisfactory enough to expect some aid in government 
relations, should the necessity arise. 
Since most legislators' attitudes are probably influenced by 
what they read in news articles, the company's handling of "unex-
pected" events with regard to the mass media must also be considered 
in judging the company's performance in measuring up to this criteria. 
In this regard, as is explained under Mass Media Relations, the 
author feels the company has fallen down. 
Boston Gas further demonstrated its willingness and readiness 
to state its own case when it denied that gas had caused an explosion 
in Dorchester; and by its plans to revive its speakers 1 bureau. Both 
state and local officials and mass media representatives will un-
doubtly be in attendance at many of the service club meetings where 
the program is to be presented. 
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Company engineers and lawyers generally present the com-
pany's case before local government officials in a quite satisfactory 
manner as far as the author was able to determine. 
Favorable Interpersonal Relations with Government Officials. 
In general, Boston Gas seems to enjoy favorable interpersonal re-
lations with government officials. This appears to be especially 
true in the case of the DPU officials. The spirit of cooperation be-
tween the two organizations in regard to use of facilities, news re-
leases, and various informal conferences is indicative of successful 
fulfillment of this requirement. 
As indicated in Chapter II, interpersonal relations with legis-
lators and politicians also appear to be good. As is evident in 
Mr. Newton's speech, Boston Gas also appears to be aware of the 
1 
importance of good relations with local officials. 
Watchful Eye on the General Court. Boston Gas appears to do 
--------------
an excellent job of fulfilling this requirement. Mr. Farnsworth's 
assessment of the various bills before the General Court; his and 
1. See bibleograph y. 
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Mr. Hill's contact with party leaders and other legislators ; and their 
testimony before the various legislative committees are potent indica-
tions of the company's concern and effort in regard to legislative 
matters. 
Mass Media Relations. The company's relations with mass 
media are a shade less than favorable. Radio and television rela-
tions appear to be favorable, but relations with newspapers could be 
improved. Mr. Ingram himself says that the company's press re-
lations are good, but not excellent. 
The technical aspects of the gas industry are indeed an ob-
stacle to creating a favorable press, but the obstacles are not insur-
mountable. 
Although there is evidence that the company has made an 
effort to supply the press with a full account of the company's position 
prior to the particular activity in question, there is also evidence that 
the company has not always done so. In general, the company has 
informed the press of its plans and position beforehand in cases where 
the company knew of the event in advance. In unexpected stories, 
such as the waste pump episode in East Boston, however, the com-
pany has neglected to acquaint the press with the f ull particulars of 
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the situation at the outset. and throughout the repair operation. 
At times the company appears a bit too stingy in giving in-
formation to the press. Naturally there are times when the press 
will request information which would be uncomplimentary to the com-
pany if printed. but the author feels that the company's reluctance to 
relay information at various times is a substantial reason why its 
press relations are not particularly favorable. In the long run, the 
author feels that withholding requested information is more detri-
mental than releasing such information. 
The author concurs with Mr. Ingram that the company might 
benefit by increasing the number of prepared stories for release. 
However, the author doubts that a large increase in the number of 
releases would be either beneficial or economical. The news value. 
thus, the chances of publication. would probably decrease with an 
increase in the number of releases. Also, flooding the editors with 
"newsless" news would probably decrease chances of a favorable 
press. 
Community Relations Program. Boston Gas appears to have 
met this standard satisfactorily, although improvement is called for. 
The author fo und little concrete evidence that individual community 
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differences were taken into consideration, but the activities under-
taken appeared to be of high caliber, and were carried on in most of 
the localities within the company's operating territory. 
The company and individual memberships in service clubs and 
other community organizations; the company donations to community 
welfare projects; company participation in the Community Fund and 
Red Cross Drives; the school relations program; plant tours; and the 
speakers 1 bureau are all excellent devices to effect favorable com-
munity relations in the individual communities. 
Conclusions. In general, Boston Gas Company's government 
relations activities appear to be aimed at the pertinent publics 
affecting governmental policy. A closer look, does, however, show a 
few weaknesses in the program. The major weakness is in the area 
of mass media relations, especially in dealing with the newspapers. 
Another weakness is to be found in the community relations program, 
where, the author feels, not quite enough attention is paid to preparing 
communities for the installation of company facilities. 
In fairness to the company, it must also be pointed out that its 
consumer relations program, its readiness to present its own case 
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before appropriate governmental organs, and its lobbying activities 
are especially strong and sound. 
The author feels that the weaknesses which do appear in the 
governmental relations of Boston Gas are due in no small part to the 
lack of a continuously operating philosophy regarding relations with 
government. In other words, there is no actual government relations 
program. The various activities which affect governmental decisions 
are independent and are strong or weak because of themselves, or 
because of some other program of the company. 
There is an awareness of the importance of good relations 
with government, but there is no well integrated, planned program of 
activities in this area. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
The author offers the following recommendations based upon 
the preceding evaluation. 
1. Within the limits of its budget, Boston Gasmould 
have a more refined attitude-opinion survey con-
ducted. The author feels that such a survey 
should be refined enough to give valid indications 
of slight shifts in consumer attitudes over a 
single three months period. 
2. Either the size of the pictures should be in-
creased, or the size of the group decreased 
in Gas Lines. The layout of the publication 
could be improved by employing principles 
of simplicity and balance to replace the cram-
med appearance. 
3. The attractiveness of the Annual Report~ Em-
ployees could be increased by using a little 
more color and by using a balanced layout, es-
pecially with regard to the picture pages. The 
author feels that the section dealing with com-
pany operations should be increased slightly in 
size. He is of the opinion that such an increase 
would add to the information level of the em-
ployees without appreciably lowering the chances 
of having the section read. 
4. Through the New England Gas Association and 
the American Gas Association, the company 
should take the lead in stimulating stronger 
consumer relations programs among all gas 
utilities. 
5. The company should be ever alert as to ways 
to demonstrate consumer interest both to gov-
ernment and the consumer. 
6. Under extraordinary circumstances, the com-
pany should be prepared to look toward Eastern 
Gas and Fuel Associates 1 stockholders for aid. 
Such aid could come in the form of a letter cam-
paign to legislators, or by enlisting the direct 
aid of influential stockholders to plead their case 
before the government. 
7. The company should strive to acquaint the mass 
media with the particulars of unanticipated occur-
ences at the outset of such a news break, and as 
repair operations continue. Such action would 
be a hedge against the pos sibility of the media 
painting disaster into something which is not. 
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8. Restriction should be eased on the release of 
information which shows the company in an 
unfavorable light. With proper forethought 
such information can often be tempered by ade-
quate explanation. 
9 . The number of "canned" news releases regarding 
Boston Gas should be increased moderatly . Ad-
ditional release items should be chosen on the 
basis of their value to the company's relations 
with government. As this study has endeavored 
to point out, this does not necessarily mean 
that such releases must be chosen with the pur-
pose of directly affecting governmental policy. 
News items aimed at any of the areas mentioned 
in the section entitled "Criteria" are also of 
benefit. 
10. The various activities bearing on govern-
mental relations should be integrated into 
a program operating under a continuous 
governmental relations policy. Care should 
be taken that such a program does not in-
fringe dangerously upon the other public 
relations programs of the company. It must 
be remembered that such a program is only 
a part of the company's over-all Public Re-
lations Program. 
LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR 
FURTHER RESEARCH 
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This study can be regarded as little more than a pilot study 
into the gigantic and complex area of governmental relations. 
The biggest limitations of this study are to be found in the 
chapter dealing with the "Analysis of Public Opinion Sources." Al-
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though the section is rather detailed, the complex inter-relationships 
which exist among these sources need more intensive study. The 
author's research and analysis in this area indicate the way in which 
these sources work together to produce government policy, but more 
study and analysis is needed to show concrete relationships. 
T o be specific, a more exacting study should be made of the 
following: 
1. the informal relationships among the officials 
of the various arms of government; 
Z. the psychological processes involved in decision-
making by legislators and state officials; 
3 . the formal and informal political relationships 
between the political party and the legislators; 
4. specific lobbying techniques; 
5. the effect of mass media upon legislators, reg-
ulatory officials and local officials. 
The author hopes that these suggestions for further research 
will be of aid to some other scholar who wishes to embark upon a 
study of the fascinating area of business-government relationships. 
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